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20130618 Ketchikan-Bokan
flight

Up at 5:00 AM to prep for our
7:15AM departure from Juneau
Airport. At Ketchikan, Blaine came
out with his van to meet us on
Gravina Island at the airport and
ferried us back to Revilla for our
departure from Taquan Air’s floatplane dock. We asked our pilot if he
could loop over the head of Kendrick Bay before setting down.
Flight was from 9:50 to 10:20.
Gorgeous lighting. I sat in back of
the beaver, able to shoot out both
sides of the plane with a loosened
seatbelt.
After processing my 84 photos
from the flight and attaching them
to the aerial track, I discovered they
were about 20 seconds off. That
doesn’t create much of a problem
for ground-based photo positioning,
or even the higher elevation aerials.
But the 8-second tracking interval
on my rino creates crude vector
turning points for a tightly banking
plane at high speed. Photo offset on
our last loops over Kendrick West
threw off the alignment considerably. On the morning of Day 2,
Koren helped me sync the NikonRino pair to the nearest second.
Won’t matter unless we get another
opportunity for low-elevation aerials on our exit flight.1
This flightline map covers
the whole 30 minute route from
Ketchikan. A more detailed closeup
of our bayhead loop is on the next
page.
05 Drowned snags on the
margins of this Gravina Island pond
indicate beaver activity.
20 Seiners off Polk Island.

05

GPS flight line & 84 photopoints linked in Robogeo.
Obliques excerpted into this
journal are numbered.

1 PS 0621: I forgot to turn on my
rino in the Taquan beaver on the
return flight. So don’t have exact
photopoints, but have been able to
eyeball their locations from various
orthophoto layers.
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GPS flight line & photopoints
linked in Robogeo. Obliques
excerpted into this journal
are numbered.

Left: USFS Subsections report (Nowacki et al, 2001) distinguishes
2 units on southern POW: a granitics-dominated subsection of low
productivity (red), and a unit to the north (green) with lightly metamorphosed sedimentaries and volcanics.

31 Orange-brown Fucus zone rims a little island on the
south side of Ingraham Bay. Unlike most of the Kendrick Bay
study area, underlain almost exclusively by granitic rocks,
Ingraham is Silurian to Ordovician sedimentaries & volcanics—
SOsv on preceding geology map—which have weathered into
landscapes of more gentle relief..
38 View ESE out Hidden Bay. Shifts onto SOmi (Silurian
to Ordovician metamorphosed intrusives: granite, syenite, quartz
monzonite, etc.)
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43 Lake 751, north of West Arm of Kendrick.

High lake density on monolithic intrusives of the
SOmi unit. Vegetation is mostly open peatland or
scrubby forested wetlands of cedar and pine.
52 View NNE to Kendrick Creek estuary and the
Ucore floatplane dock. (PS 0621: over the next 3 days
we ground-truthed most of the lowlands in this scene)
62 View SE from Dotson Ridge, pale brown in
lower left. Weatherport camp shows on the right, on
the alder-lined mining road. Bob & Irene Dotson’s
kids, growing up in this watershed, captured “baby
alligator” newts in the ponds here. (photo 140, below)

73 Tiny bight on south side of the bay. Clean-

topped snags are cedars, probably both red- and
yellow. By the time a spruce or hemlock snag has shed
its bark and bleached white like these, it has often lost
its top. (PS 0621: Kendrick Bay turned out to have the
most cedar-dominated forest of any place I’ve groundtruthed on the Tongass.)
75 Close-up of Kendrick Creek estuary. We
walked these flats on Day 3, GPSing the lower limits
of vascular vegetation.
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I took this on the afternoon of
day-3, as we climbed over the south
side of Kendrick Bay head (no GPS
track or photolinks). These snags
are almost certainly redcedar, and
quite unlike those in photo 105,
day-2. They are:
• scraggle-topped, not pointy
• more dispersed
• an many cases much bigger
than anything in photo #105.

day-3 02
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20130620 Bokan-Ketchikan flight

Barry suggested that since we hadn’t had a good look
at the upper mine workings, we ask our Taquan pilot to
loop over them on our exit from Kendrick Bay. These
last 6 aerial obliques are from that flight.
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View SW over
northern half
of project area.
Kendrick estuary in upper
right. Alders
show on the old
wasterock site.
Koren mapped
all of this as
forested wetland
except the dark
green trees at
center left.

Next creek east from project
area. Aside from Kendrick
Creek, this is the only stream
in the bay head catalogued by
AWC (COp, Pp: map, p 3).
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View east to bay head,
looking over fork in
the alder-covered
mining road. In a
country mostly lacking deciduous forest,
these alders (and
stands on the logged
fan) contribute to
habitat diversity.
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View west over the I&L
zone at ~1000 feet,
currently prospected by
Ucore (map, p 6).

34
NE face of Bokan
Mountain.
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Beaver workings on pond at
head of Ingraham North Arm.
In ponds of this size beaver
probably sustain more stable
populations than in the smaller system we examined on the
Kendrick project area.
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